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public BinaryNode<AnyType> removeMin( BinaryNode<AnyType> t ) {
    if( t == null ) {
        throw itemNotFoundException( );
    } else if( t.left != null ) {
        t.left = removeMin( t.left );
        return t;
    } else {
        return t.right;
    }
}

public BinaryNode<AnyType> findMin( BinaryNode<AnyType> t ) {
    if( t != null ) {
        while( t.left != null ) {  t = t.left; }
        return t;
    }
}

• insert unsorted numbers in a binary search tree.
• Repeatedly call removeMin and findMin to extract elements in the sorted order
• Operations take $O(\log N)$ time.
Handle Worst Case

- Insert takes $O(N)$ time
- Total running time is $O(N^2)$ time.
- Original elements are reverse-sorted
  - removeMin also takes $O(N)$ time

- Shuffle input elements
- Less likely to generate stringy trees
- Compute internal path length and average it over all permuted inputs
- Average running time is $O(N \log N)$.
- Shuffling takes $O(N)$ time (overhead).

- Make trees bushy at all times
  - E.g., trees-balance after insertions.
- The order of inserting elements does not matter.